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Fake memoirs have become a genre attracting the attention of Mark Steyn.   
Courtesy of David Maraniss' new book, we now know that yet another key prop of Barack 
Obama's identity is false: His Kenyan grandfather was not brutally tortured or even non-brutally 
detained by his British colonial masters. The composite gram'pa joins an ever-swelling cast of 
characters from Barack's "memoir" who, to put it discreetly, differ somewhat in reality from their 
bit parts in the grand Obama narrative. The best friend at school portrayed in Obama's 
autobiography as "a symbol of young blackness" was, in fact, half Japanese, and not a close 
friend. The white girlfriend he took to an off-Broadway play that prompted an angry post-show 
exchange about race never saw the play, dated Obama in an entirely different time zone, and 
had no such world-historically significant conversation with him. His Indonesian step-
grandfather, supposedly killed by Dutch soldiers during his people's valiant struggle against 
colonialism, met his actual demise when he "fell off a chair at his home while trying to hang 
drapes." 

David Maraniss is no right-winger, and can't understand why boorish nonliterary types have 
seized on his book as evidence that the president of the United States is a Grade A phony. "It is 
a legitimate question about where the line is in memoir," he told Soledad O'Brien on CNN. My 
Oxford dictionary defines "memoir" as "an historical account or biography written from personal 
knowledge." And if Obama doesn't have "personal knowledge" of his tortured grandfather, war-
hero step-grandfather and racially obsessed theater-buff girlfriend, who does? But in recent 
years, the Left has turned the fake memoir into one of the most prestigious literary genres: 
Oprah's Book Club recommended James Frey's "A Million Little Pieces," hailed by Bret Easton 
Ellis as a "heartbreaking memoir" of "poetic honesty," but subsequently revealed to be heavy on 
the "poetic" and rather light on the "honesty." The "heartbreaking memoir" of a drug-addled 
street punk who got tossed in the slammer after brawling with cops while high on crack with his 
narco-hooker girlfriend proved to be the work of some suburban Pat Boone type with a couple of 
parking tickets. (I exaggerate, but not as much as he did.) 

Oprah was also smitten by "The Education of Little Tree," the heartwarmingly honest memoir of 
a Cherokee childhood which turned out to be concocted by a former Klansman whose only 
previous notable literary work was George Wallace's "Segregation Forever" speech. ... 

  
  
Peter Wehner on the president's "annus horribilis" that's taking place in just this one 
month of June.  
President Obama was already suffering one of the worst imaginable months for an incumbent 
president in an election year – including a dismal jobs report and declining factory orders, falling 
approval ratings (including in swing states), the overwhelming victory of Governor Scott Walker 
in Wisconsin, the president’s widely ridiculed claim the private sector is “doing fine,” Bill Clinton’s 
various apostasies, the realization that Obama might be outspent in this election by Mitt 
Romney, and a major speech in Ohio that was panned even by sympathetic liberals. (Jim 
Geraghty provides a nice summary and analysis here.) 



But it may be that the first half of June was a walk in the park compared to the latter part of the 
month. Because two events – one which just happened and one that will happen next week – 
may turn out to be powerful, and even crippling, body blows to the president. ... 

  
  
Just days before the Court decision on healthcare, Robert Samuelson reviews why 
it was such a mistake.  
We pay our presidents for judgment, and President Obama committed a colossal error of 
judgment in making health-care “reform” a centerpiece of his first term. Ahead of the Supreme 
Court’s decision on the Affordable Care Act (ACA) — and regardless of how the court decides 
— it’s clear that Obama overreached. His attempt to achieve universal health insurance 
coverage is a massive feat of social engineering that, by its sweeping nature, weakens the 
economic recovery and antagonizes millions of Americans. 

Let’s review why the ACA (“Obamacare”) is dreadful public policy: 

(1) It increases uncertainty and decreases confidence when recovery from the Great 
Recession requires more confidence and less uncertainty. ... 

... To all the ACA’s substantive defects is now added a looming political and constitutional 
firestorm. Whether the Supreme Court upholds the whole law, strikes it all down or discards only 
parts, anger and outrage will ensue. The court may be accused of usurping legislative powers or 
of cowering before White House intimidation. The ACA has become an instrument of the 
political polarization that the president regularly deplores. 

When historians examine Obama’s first term, the irony will be plain. A president bent on 
burnishing his legacy acted in ways that did the opposite. It’s a case of bad judgment. 

  
  
A poll of Supreme Court clerks shows they think the mandate will not pass muster. 
Alana Goodman has the story.  
Via WaPo’s Sarah Kliff, this is a big shift from what we saw in the last poll of Supreme Court 
clerks: 

A new poll of 56 former Supreme Court clerks finds that 57 percent think the individual mandate 
will be overturned. That’s a 22-point jump from the last time the same group of clerks was 
surveyed, right before oral arguments. Back then, 35 percent thought the court would toss out 
the required purchase of health insurance. 

Most of the clerks found the Supreme Court’s questioning to be more skeptical than they had 
expected. As one clerk put it to Purple Strategies’ Doug Schoen, who conducted the research, “I 
feel like a dope, because I was one of those who predicted that the Court would uphold the 
statute by a lopsided majority…it now appears pretty likely that this prediction was way off.” ... 

  
  



Just in case the Court does not make a sensible ruling this week, Noemie Emery 
has drafted a speech for Mitt.  
In the event the Supreme Court does not put Obamacare out of our misery next week, Mitt 
Romney ought be ready to roll with the punches and come out at once with Plan B. Plan A was 
to have the Court sever it neatly with one swing of the axe, but there was always the possibility 
the Court would not follow the returns of the recent elections. Plan B should be the political 
process, which involves not the minds of nine, but the intent of millions, expressed in the usual 
ways. Thus, Plan B should be to elect politicians who will undo Obamacare with the tools given 
their branches of government. And so, Romney ought to say this:  

MY FELLOW AMERICANS: It is now up to us. The Supreme Court has ruled that the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act—which protects no one, and which will bankrupt the 
country—is not unconstitutional, but that does not mean it is good. A number of things that are 
legal are in many ways bad: It is legal to lie (except under oath), or to stay home all day 
watching TV in your skivvies; but it’s best not to do so, and we’d rather you’d not.  

And legal or not, this health care act is a disaster—born in deceit, passed in arrogance in the 
face of the will and the rage of the people, it has caused dissent and contention since its 
inception, and this has hardly worn off over time. People have not learned to love it: Their anger 
has deepened. Resistance hasn’t diminished: It has grown. The problem is not that it expands 
coverage; that intention is laudable. The problem is that it is a 2,700 page blunderbuss that tries 
to assert central control over 16 percent of a $14 trillion economy, over the choices and actions 
of nearly six million health care professionals, and over the health care decisions and choices of 
the more than 300 million American citizens with whom they all interact. This country is 
drowning in debt, (along with everyone else in the first-world community), and this bill will cost 
much, much more than was claimed when they passed it, and that, let us remember, was quite 
bad enough. ... 

  
  
Mort Zuckerman on why we need a new approach to public unions.  
It's hard to dodge downpours in a wet season, and it is proving remarkably wet for the 
Democrats and public sector unions. Since losing the big effort to recall the Republican 
governor of Wisconsin, they have been trying hard to explain away the 1,334,450 raindrops 
Wisconsin voters deposited on their pro-union campaigners. The rain on their parade, we are 
told, is not really a protest against the disproportionate political power accumulated by public 
sector unions. It's because voters dislike the idea of recalling someone they not so long ago 
voted into office. It's because the Democratic candidate, the worthy mayor of Milwaukee, wasn't 
as gifted an orator as the governor. It's because big corporate money poured in from out of state 
thanks to the Supreme Court ruling in the Citizens United case, which opened the floodgates for 
wealthy donors to exert undue sway. It's because…. 

Well, let's concede there's something in all these arguments, maybe adding up to as much as 
46 percent of the vote against Gov. Scott Walker's 53 percent. But you'd have to be remarkably 
impervious to being soaked to say, as a White House spokesman did, that the massive defeat of 
the recall has no implications for anywhere outside of Wisconsin (which went for Barack Obama 
by 14 points in 2008). 



The central issue was the political power of the public service unions, which translates into 
salaries, benefits, and pensions far above those received by the median wage earner in the 
state. Wisconsin taxpayers understood that the state's $3.6 billion deficit posed a mortal danger 
to continuing public services such as education and necessary infrastructure. So they said: 
Enough! They demanded that everybody contribute to putting the state back on track. In state 
after state, lavish, unaffordable over-promises have been made to public service employees; in 
fact, the cost of healthcare benefits and pensions is rising so fast that it is producing a fiscal 
crisis in virtually every state in the union. 

How did the balance of power in the public sector become so out of whack? The public unions 
often elect the management that they negotiate with. They organize voting campaigns for 
politicians who, upon election, repay their benefactors by approving salaries and benefits for the 
public sector employees, irrespective of whether they are sustainable, and the unions don't 
worry about bankrupting those sitting opposite them at the table. The taxpayer-funded public 
service unions have essentially dictated the terms of their employment to the taxpayers they are 
supposed to serve. 

Government employees are better off in almost every area than private sector employees, be it 
in paid benefits, time off, or job security. Pensions are particularly irritating, for many state 
workers can retire in their mid-50s at close to full pay and receive pensions for far more years 
than they have worked, even though they are young enough to take another job. If you take their 
pensions' present value in terms of the cash you would need to buy an annuity making 
payments equal to the pension, we have created a new class of millionaires. ... 

  
 
 
 

  
  
Orange County Register 
Obama the first Invented-American president 
by Mark Steyn 

Courtesy of David Maraniss' new book, we now know that yet another key prop of Barack 
Obama's identity is false: His Kenyan grandfather was not brutally tortured or even non-brutally 
detained by his British colonial masters. The composite gram'pa joins an ever-swelling cast of 
characters from Barack's "memoir" who, to put it discreetly, differ somewhat in reality from their 
bit parts in the grand Obama narrative. The best friend at school portrayed in Obama's 
autobiography as "a symbol of young blackness" was, in fact, half Japanese, and not a close 
friend. The white girlfriend he took to an off-Broadway play that prompted an angry post-show 
exchange about race never saw the play, dated Obama in an entirely different time zone, and 
had no such world-historically significant conversation with him. His Indonesian step-
grandfather, supposedly killed by Dutch soldiers during his people's valiant struggle against 
colonialism, met his actual demise when he "fell off a chair at his home while trying to hang 
drapes." 

David Maraniss is no right-winger, and can't understand why boorish nonliterary types have 
seized on his book as evidence that the president of the United States is a Grade A phony. "It is 



a legitimate question about where the line is in memoir," he told Soledad O'Brien on CNN. My 
Oxford dictionary defines "memoir" as "an historical account or biography written from personal 
knowledge." And if Obama doesn't have "personal knowledge" of his tortured grandfather, war-
hero step-grandfather and racially obsessed theater-buff girlfriend, who does? But in recent 
years, the Left has turned the fake memoir into one of the most prestigious literary genres: 
Oprah's Book Club recommended James Frey's "A Million Little Pieces," hailed by Bret Easton 
Ellis as a "heartbreaking memoir" of "poetic honesty," but subsequently revealed to be heavy on 
the "poetic" and rather light on the "honesty." The "heartbreaking memoir" of a drug-addled 
street punk who got tossed in the slammer after brawling with cops while high on crack with his 
narco-hooker girlfriend proved to be the work of some suburban Pat Boone type with a couple of 
parking tickets. (I exaggerate, but not as much as he did.) 

Oprah was also smitten by "The Education of Little Tree," the heartwarmingly honest memoir of 
a Cherokee childhood which turned out to be concocted by a former Klansman whose only 
previous notable literary work was George Wallace's "Segregation Forever" speech. 
"Fragments: Memories of a Wartime Childhood" is a heartbreakingly honest, poetically searing, 
searingly painful, painfully honest, etc., account of Binjamin Wilkomirski's unimaginably horrific 
boyhood in the Jewish ghetto of Riga and the Nazi concentration camp at Auschwitz. After his 
memoir won America's respected National Jewish Book Award, Mr. Wilkomirski was inevitably 
discovered to have been born in Switzerland and spent the war in a prosperous neighborhood of 
Zurich being raised by a nice middle-class couple. He certainly had a deprived childhood, at 
least from the point of view of a literary agent pitching a memoir to a major publisher. But the 
"unimaginable" horror of his book turned out to be all too easily imagined. Fake memoirs have 
won the Nobel Peace Prize and are taught at Ivy League schools to the scions of middle-class 
families who take on six-figure debts for the privilege ("I, Rigoberta Menchu"). They're handed 
out by the Pentagon to senior officers embarking on a tour of Afghanistan (Greg Mortenson's 
"Three Cups of Tea") on the entirely reasonable grounds that a complete fantasy could hardly 
be less credible than current NATO strategy. 

In such a world, it was surely only a matter of time before a fake memoirist got elected as 
president of the United States. Indeed, the aforementioned Rigoberta Menchu ran as a 
candidate in the 2007 and 2011 presidential elections in Guatemala, although she got knocked 
out in the first round – Guatemalans evidently being disinclined to elect someone to the highest 
office in the land with no accomplishment whatsoever apart from a lousy fake memoir. Which 
just goes to show what a bunch of unsophisticated rubes they are. 

In an inspired line of argument, Ben Smith of the website BuzzFeed suggests that the 
controversy over "Dreams From My Father" is the fault of conservatives who have "taken the 
self-portrait at face value." We are so unlettered and hicky that we think a memoir is about stuff 
that actually happened rather than a literary jeu d'esprit playing with nuances of notions of 
assumptions of preconceptions of concoctions of invented baloney. And so we regard the first 
member of the Invented-American community to make it to the White House as a kinda weird 
development rather than an encouraging sign of how a new post-racial, post-gender, post-
modern America is moving beyond the old straitjackets of black and white, male and female, 
gay and straight, real and hallucinatory. 

The question now is whether the United States itself is merely the latest chapter of Obama's 
fake memoir. You'll notice that, in the examples listed above, the invention only goes one way. 
No Cherokee orphan, Holocaust survivor or recovering drug addict pretends to be George 
Wallace's speechwriter. Instead, the beneficiaries of boring middle-class Western life seek to 



appropriate the narratives and thereby enjoy the electric frisson of fashionable victim groups. 
And so it goes with public policy in the West at twilight. 

Thus, Obama's executive order on immigration exempting a million people from the laws of the 
United States, is patently unconstitutional, but that's not how an NPR listener looks at it: To him, 
Obama's unilateral amnesty enriches stultifying white-bread America with a million plucky little 
Rigoberta Menchus and their heartbreaking stories. Eric Holder's entire tenure as attorney 
general is a fake memoir all by itself, and his invocation of "executive privilege" in the Fast & 
Furious scandal is preposterous, but American liberals can't hear: Insofar as they know anything 
about Fast & Furious, it's something to do with the government tracking the guns of fellows like 
those Alabama "Segregation Forever" nuts, rather than a means by which hundreds of innocent 
Rigoberta Menchus south of the border were gunned down with weapons sold to their killers by 
liberal policy-makers of the Obama administration. If that's the alternative narrative, they'll take 
the fake memoir. 

Similarly, Obamacare is apparently all about the repressed patriarchal white male waging his 
"war on women." The women are struggling 30-year-old Georgetown Law coeds whose starting 
salary after graduation is 140 grand a year, but let's not get hung up on details. Dodd-Frank 
financial reform, also awaiting Supreme Court judgment, is another unconstitutional power grab, 
but its designated villains are mustache-twirling top-hatted bankers, so, likewise, who cares? 

One can understand why the beneficiaries of the postwar West's expansion of middle-class 
prosperity would rather pass themselves off as members of way-cooler victim groups: it's a great 
career move. It may even have potential beyond the page: See Sandra Fluke's dazzling pre-
Broadway tryout of "Fake Memoir: The High School Musical," in which a 30-year-old 
Georgetown Law coed whose starting salary after graduation is 140 grand a year passes herself 
off as the Little Rigoberta Hussein Wilkomirski of the Rite-Aid pick-up line. But transforming an 
entire nation into a fake memoir is unlikely to prove half so lucrative. The heartwarming 
immigrants, the contraceptive-less coeds, the mustache-twirling bankers all provide cover for a 
far less appealing narrative: an expansion of centralized power hitherto unknown to this 
republic. In reality, Obama's step-grandfather died falling off the chair while changing the 
drapes. In the fake-memoir version, Big Government's on the chair, and it's curtains for America. 

  
Contentions 
Barack Obama’s Awful June Just Got Worse 
by Peter Wehner 

President Obama was already suffering one of the worst imaginable months for an incumbent 
president in an election year – including a dismal jobs report and declining factory orders, falling 
approval ratings (including in swing states), the overwhelming victory of Governor Scott Walker 
in Wisconsin, the president’s widely ridiculed claim the private sector is “doing fine,” Bill Clinton’s 
various apostasies, the realization that Obama might be outspent in this election by Mitt 
Romney, and a major speech in Ohio that was panned even by sympathetic liberals. (Jim 
Geraghty provides a nice summary and analysis here.) 

But it may be that the first half of June was a walk in the park compared to the latter part of the 
month. Because two events – one which just happened and one that will happen next week – 
may turn out to be powerful, and even crippling, body blows to the president. 



The first one is the burgeoning “Fast and Furious” scandal, which has now been elevated from a 
secondary story to a major one. The president’s assertion of executive privilege is without 
foundation–a transparent effort to protect his attorney general, and possibly himself, from a 
legitimate congressional inquiry about a scandalous policy failure. The more this story unwinds, 
the more obvious this will become. 

The man who promised us a “new standard of openness” and the “most transparent and 
accountable administration in history,” who said his administration would create “an 
unprecedented level of openness in government” and would “work together to ensure the public 
trust and establish a system of transparency, public participation, and collaboration” is now 
engaged in what could reasonably be construed to be a cover up. (If you’d like your belly laugh 
for the day, you might take a look at this document, Open Government 2.0 (!), put out by the 
Department of Justice – which claims, “The Department of Justice is committed to achieving the 
president’s goal of making this the most transparent administration in history.”) 

This is Obama’s first bona fide, full-scale scandal. The president, with his assertion of executive 
privilege, has now placed himself at the center of the storm. And he’s done so with less than 
140 days before the election. One can only imagine what the administration has to hide in order 
for Obama to have done what he did. 

In addition, next week, the Supreme Court will in all likelihood announce its decision on the 
constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act. If the Court overturns the ACA, in whole or in part, it 
will be devastating to the president. After all, his signature domestic achievement — one which 
dominated American politics for much of Obama’s first term — will not only have been judged to 
be unconstitutional; it will also have proven to be a colossal waste of the country’s time and 
energy. And even if the Court doesn’t overturn the Affordable Care Act, it will thrust to the fore 
what presidential scholar George C. Edwards III calls “perhaps the least popular major domestic 
policy passed in the last century” (which helps explain why the president rarely speaks about 
this “achievement” in the run-up to the election). 

Elections are rarely decided in June, and this one won’t be, either. But history may look back at 
this as the month when the president fell behind Romney and never fully recovered. 

We’ll know soon enough. 

  
Washington Post 
The folly of Obamacare 
by Robert J. Samuelson 

We pay our presidents for judgment, and President Obama committed a colossal error of 
judgment in making health-care “reform” a centerpiece of his first term. Ahead of the Supreme 
Court’s decision on the Affordable Care Act (ACA) — and regardless of how the court decides 
— it’s clear that Obama overreached. His attempt to achieve universal health insurance 
coverage is a massive feat of social engineering that, by its sweeping nature, weakens the 
economic recovery and antagonizes millions of Americans. 

Let’s review why the ACA (“Obamacare”) is dreadful public policy: 



(1) It increases uncertainty and decreases confidence when recovery from the Great Recession 
requires more confidence and less uncertainty. The ACA isn’t highly popular; the Kaiser Family 
Foundation finds that 44 percent of Americans now view it unfavorably and 37 percent 
favorably. Given the ACA’s complexities, people can’t know where they’ll get insurance and 
what it will cost. In 2014, the ACA requires all employers with 50 or more full-time workers to 
provide insurance or pay fines (“the employer mandate”). On the one hand, formal economic 
studies conclude that most employers now offering insurance will continue to do so; on the 
other, in direct surveys of firms, 30 percent or more say they might drop insurance and pay 
fines. Uncovered people must buy insurance (“the individual mandate”) or face penalties, though 
government will subsidize households with incomes up to four times the poverty level ($92,200 
for a family of four in 2012).  

(2) The ACA discourages job creation by raising the price of hiring. This is basic economics. If 
you increase the price of labor, companies will buy less of it. Requiring employers to buy health 
insurance for some workers makes them more expensive, at least in the short run. Particularly 
vulnerable are low-skilled workers, notes economist Diana Furchtgott-Roth of the Manhattan 
Institute. Because the employer mandate exempts firms with fewer than 50 workers, there’s a 
huge incentive for firms to stop at 49, she says.  

(3) Uncontrolled health spending is the U.S. system’s main problem — and the ACA makes it 
worse. Spiraling health costs crowd out other government programs and squeeze wage 
increases by diverting compensation dollars into employer-paid insurance. Because insured 
people use more health services than the uninsured, the ACA (covering an estimated 30 million 
more) raises spending. As for the ACA’s cost-control provisions, even the government’s own 
actuaries don’t believe they will do much. By their latest projection, total health spending — 
government and private — rises from 17.9 percent of the economy (gross domestic product) in 
2010 to 19.6 percent in 2021. In 1980, health care was 9 percent of GDP.  

(4) Obama’s program also worsens the federal budget problem. Driven by Medicare and 
Medicaid, health care already exceeds one-fourth of the budget and is headed toward a third. 
It’s the crux of the problem. So Obama creates another huge health program. The 
administration’s retort: the program lowers the budget deficit. This is rhetorical hocus-pocus. 
Here’s what happens. From 2012 to 2022, the ACA raises federal spending by $1.762 trillion, 
estimates the Congressional Budget Office. However, all of this and a bit more is offset by tax 
increases and assumed cuts in Medicare. But these tax increases and cuts could have been 
used to shrink the huge budget deficits that pre-existed Obamacare. Now they can’t; moreover, 
the Medicare cuts might be repealed or reduced. 

(5) The ACA discriminates against the young in favor of the old. Government policy already 
does this through payroll taxes that have young workers subsidizing Social Security and 
Medicare benefits. The ACA compounds the effect by forcing some young Americans to buy 
insurance at artificially high premiums that would pay for the care of a sicker, older population.  

Cost control should have been Obama’s priority. He could have combined this with some of the 
ACA’s more modest and less controversial insurance expansions: providing additional federal 
coverage for poor children; keeping children on their parents’ policies until age 26; and 
establishing insurance exchanges in states to lower premiums for small businesses. But this 
restrained approach would have disappointed many liberals and denied Obama the presumed 
historical glory of achieving near-universal coverage. 



To all the ACA’s substantive defects is now added a looming political and constitutional 
firestorm. Whether the Supreme Court upholds the whole law, strikes it all down or discards only 
parts, anger and outrage will ensue. The court may be accused of usurping legislative powers or 
of cowering before White House intimidation. The ACA has become an instrument of the 
political polarization that the president regularly deplores. 

When historians examine Obama’s first term, the irony will be plain. A president bent on 
burnishing his legacy acted in ways that did the opposite. It’s a case of bad judgment. 

  
Contentions 
SCOTUS Clerks Say Mandate Will Be Nixed 
by Alana Goodman 

Via WaPo’s Sarah Kliff, this is a big shift from what we saw in the last poll of Supreme Court 
clerks: 

A new poll of 56 former Supreme Court clerks finds that 57 percent think the individual mandate 
will be overturned. That’s a 22-point jump from the last time the same group of clerks was 
surveyed, right before oral arguments. Back then, 35 percent thought the court would toss out 
the required purchase of health insurance. 

Most of the clerks found the Supreme Court’s questioning to be more skeptical than they had 
expected. As one clerk put it to Purple Strategies’ Doug Schoen, who conducted the research, “I 
feel like a dope, because I was one of those who predicted that the Court would uphold the 
statute by a lopsided majority…it now appears pretty likely that this prediction was way off.” 

The change among law clerks reflects change in conventional wisdom that the mandate now 
seems more likely to be struck down. Even if the Supreme Court just strikes the mandate and 
leaves the rest intact, Republicans have vowed to dismantle the entire law. This isn’t a fight the 
administration is going to give up easily, and they’ve already started a PR push about the job-
creating benefits of the health care law. Health and Human Services issued this press release 
today: 

Secretary Kathleen Sebelius announced awards of new grants made possible by the health care 
law to expand community health centers. The grants awarded to 219 health centers will help 
expand access to care for more than 1.25 million additional patients and create approximately 
5,640 jobs by establishing new health center service delivery sites. … 

Health centers are also an integral source of local employment and economic growth in many 
underserved and low-income communities. In 2011, health centers employed more than 
138,000 staff including: 9,900 physicians, 6,900 nurse practitioners, physicians’ assistants, and 
certified nurse midwives, 11,800 nurses, 10,300 dental staff, 4,400 behavioral health staff; and 
more than 12,500 case managers, health education, outreach and transportation staff. 

In other words, if you want to repeal and replace ObamaCare, then you’re against job creation 
and health care in low-income communities. 

  



Weekly Standard 
An Obamacare Plan B 
by Noemie Emery 

In the event the Supreme Court does not put Obamacare out of our misery next week, Mitt 
Romney ought be ready to roll with the punches and come out at once with Plan B. Plan A was 
to have the Court sever it neatly with one swing of the axe, but there was always the possibility 
the Court would not follow the returns of the recent elections. Plan B should be the political 
process, which involves not the minds of nine, but the intent of millions, expressed in the usual 
ways. Thus, Plan B should be to elect politicians who will undo Obamacare with the tools given 
their branches of government. And so, Romney ought to say this:  

MY FELLOW AMERICANS: It is now up to us. The Supreme Court has ruled that the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act—which protects no one, and which will bankrupt the 
country—is not unconstitutional, but that does not mean it is good. A number of things that are 
legal are in many ways bad: It is legal to lie (except under oath), or to stay home all day 
watching TV in your skivvies; but it’s best not to do so, and we’d rather you’d not.  

And legal or not, this health care act is a disaster—born in deceit, passed in arrogance in the 
face of the will and the rage of the people, it has caused dissent and contention since its 
inception, and this has hardly worn off over time. People have not learned to love it: Their anger 
has deepened. Resistance hasn’t diminished: It has grown. The problem is not that it expands 
coverage; that intention is laudable. The problem is that it is a 2,700 page blunderbuss that tries 
to assert central control over 16 percent of a $14 trillion economy, over the choices and actions 
of nearly six million health care professionals, and over the health care decisions and choices of 
the more than 300 million American citizens with whom they all interact. This country is 
drowning in debt, (along with everyone else in the first-world community), and this bill will cost 
much, much more than was claimed when they passed it, and that, let us remember, was quite 
bad enough.  

When it was passed in March, 2010, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) projected its cost 
at $940 billion for the ten years to follow (2010-2019). That was the estimate that members of 
Congress heard when they voted for the bill. But the legislation was always designed to put the 
highest costs in more distant years: Its coverage provisions are estimated to cost $66 billion in 
2014 but will rise to $265 billion by 2022. And so CBO’s latest ten-year projection has grown to 
$1.76 trillion (for 2012-2022), which is simply debilitating for the federal budget. Large parts of 
this law have been proven unworkable, waivers have been showered on hundreds of cronies; 
businessmen, doctors, patients, and governors have all pleaded for relief from its mercies. It is 
already inflicting dire harm: 

It is having a catastrophic effect on the practice of medicine, with hospitals closing, health care 
more expensive, fewer companies selling insurance, fewer choices among the options 
remaining, and those more expensive, and more and more doctors and health care 
professionals either quitting the business, or planning to. In just a few instances since the bill 
passed, a firm based in Iowa stopped selling health care insurance, stranding about 840,000 
former consumers; construction was stopped on 45 new physician-owned hospitals; and the 
research group the Galen Institute cited more than a dozen instances in which companies either 
stopped selling health care insurance or went out of business in no less than in 20 states. As 
options are narrowing, prices have soared, owing to (a) the bill’s insistence that all people be 



covered, regardless of pre-existing conditions; and (b) its simultaneous insistence that all 
policies be comprehensive (i.e., expensive), covering contingencies that most people don’t want 
and don’t need. 

As a result, as Karl Rove tells us, “MIT professor Jonathan Gruber .��.��. hired to consult on 
the creation of the state insurance exchanges .��.��. has advised at least three states that 
health coverage premiums in the individual market would increase 19% to 30%” and the CBO 
has reported that by 2014, the millions who purchase their own insurance will pay at least 
$2,100 a year more than they do at present, and “If you own or work for a small business 
.��.��. you can expect the coverage to cost $19,200 a year for a family by 2016 .��.��. and 
you must buy a policy or face federal fines.” 

Among those hardest hit are young people and families, who may not earn much and need no 
more than bare-bones and high-deductible policies, and people on Medicare, whose payments 
will be cut so dramatically that many hospitals will be unable to take them, and some doctors will 
refuse to see them at all. Along with Medicare patients, and the budgets of millions of middle-
class families, this act also lays waste to research and development, father of all the innovations 
that save and improve our lives. 

“To pay for the bill, Congress would levy a $2 billion annual tax on the medical device industry, 
which ardently opposes the legislation,” writes the Wall Street Journal’s Daniel Henninger. Add 
to all this paperwork, new regulations, and the prospect of rationing, and it is not surprising that 
many doctors may be near suicidal, or, if not this, at least somewhat depressed. A study 
released in January 2011, found that 78 percent of the 2,958 physicians queried said that “the 
impact of the law would be negative,” that they were “anxious about the future .��.��. 
concerned for their practices and their patients,” and that “sixty-five percent said that they 
expect the quality of health care in America to deteriorate over the next five years.” 

And bad as this is, it is just the beginning of what this ill-conceived act has in store. In its effect, 
it might have been called the Anti-Job Growth, Stagnation Inducing, Recession Extending Act of 
2010, for it now sits like a stone on the chest of the country, preventing it not only from moving, 
but from getting up off its back. “Job creation came to a screeching halt at the time Obama Care 
was enacted,” Grace Marie Turner informs us. “The low point of the recession came in January 
2009, when U.S. employers shed 841,000 jobs,” but the economy began to recover, the high 
point coming in the April 2010 report, when 229,000 jobs were added. Then the Democrats 
passed their dream legislation, and the national nightmare began. “In the following months, the 
economy added an average of just 6,500 jobs per month (net of layoffs)—less than a tenth the 
pre-Obamacare average .” “. good reason to believe that the health law is a major contributor to 
the hiring halt.” 

How did this happen? First, the uncertainty of being able to figure how much a new hire will 
cost, because of the new regulations, and the fact that the coverage has to meet federal 
standards, which are certain to be more substantial. Turner quotes Dennis Lockhart, president 
of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, saying, “We’ve frequently heard strong comments to the 
effect of, ‘My company won’t hire a single additional worker until we know what health insurance 
costs are going to be.’” Second, the fact that most of these regulations apply to companies 
which employ 50 or more employees is a powerful incentive to owners to keep companies small, 
to not expand, and to replace workers where possible with automation. These are the jobs often 
filled by the poor, by the unskilled, and by young people seeking experience, precisely the 



people who need to be hired, and for whom liberal hearts bleed so dramatically. “The 
administration is making it harder than ever for unskilled workers to get started,” Diana 
Furchgott-Roth has informed us. “Low wage and part-time jobs will start to go, not in 2014, but 
now.” If we want help them get started, and help the country revive, we will kill this bill before 
2014 arrives: January 20, 2013, when a new administration takes over, is the time to do what 
the Court didn’t do. 

And if bad medicine and unemployment don’t really get to you, how about a new and ramped up 
culture war? As in the case of un-and-underemployment, this is another consequence that was 
not broadcast when the act was passed, the fruit of liberals’ impulse to meddle in everything; 
this time their mandate that religious employers include coverage for contraception and/or 
abortion in all of the health plans on offer in their institutions and schools. Pitting the feminists, 
the most loyal and fervent interest groups of the Democrats, against their sworn enemies, 
religious conservatives, this mandate has the effect of conflating the right to buy something from 
someone with the right to buy it from any and everyone; akin to telling a kosher deli that it has to 
sell pork rinds, though pork rinds are for sale at neighboring markets, only a short walk away.  

As a result, on May 21, 43 Catholic groups filed 12 lawsuits in federal court protesting the 
mandate as a violation of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, as well as the free 
exercise of religion clause in the First Amendment. Left to itself, the free market would dispose 
by itself of these problems; when A does not wish to supply a service or good which B wants to 
purchase C steps in to provide it; leaving B with his product, C with his profit, and A with clean 
hands. This is the way a sane system disposes of conflicts, avoids coercion and lawsuits, and 
allows true diversity to flourish. This is a way that Obamacare’s mandates foreclose, and 
thereby bring, along with stagnation, endless and fierce civil strife. 

If fewer doctors, more costs, fewer new cures, and less care are the stuff of your fancies; if high 
unemployment is also your passion, and if a good culture war gets your blood racing; vote for 
our president, and you will see much more of them. If you don’t, now, it seems you have only 
one option: you can vote to replace him with me 

  
US News & World Report 
Why We Need a New Approach to Public Unions 
Scott Walker's Wisconsin recall win shows the private sector shouldn't have to subsidize 
expensive public unions 
by Mortimer B. Zuckerman 

It's hard to dodge downpours in a wet season, and it is proving remarkably wet for the 
Democrats and public sector unions. Since losing the big effort to recall the Republican 
governor of Wisconsin, they have been trying hard to explain away the 1,334,450 raindrops 
Wisconsin voters deposited on their pro-union campaigners. The rain on their parade, we are 
told, is not really a protest against the disproportionate political power accumulated by public 
sector unions. It's because voters dislike the idea of recalling someone they not so long ago 
voted into office. It's because the Democratic candidate, the worthy mayor of Milwaukee, wasn't 
as gifted an orator as the governor. It's because big corporate money poured in from out of state 
thanks to the Supreme Court ruling in the Citizens United case, which opened the floodgates for 
wealthy donors to exert undue sway. It's because…. 



Well, let's concede there's something in all these arguments, maybe adding up to as much as 
46 percent of the vote against Gov. Scott Walker's 53 percent. But you'd have to be remarkably 
impervious to being soaked to say, as a White House spokesman did, that the massive defeat of 
the recall has no implications for anywhere outside of Wisconsin (which went for Barack Obama 
by 14 points in 2008). 

The central issue was the political power of the public service unions, which translates into 
salaries, benefits, and pensions far above those received by the median wage earner in the 
state. Wisconsin taxpayers understood that the state's $3.6 billion deficit posed a mortal danger 
to continuing public services such as education and necessary infrastructure. So they said: 
Enough! They demanded that everybody contribute to putting the state back on track. In state 
after state, lavish, unaffordable over-promises have been made to public service employees; in 
fact, the cost of healthcare benefits and pensions is rising so fast that it is producing a fiscal 
crisis in virtually every state in the union. 

How did the balance of power in the public sector become so out of whack? The public unions 
often elect the management that they negotiate with. They organize voting campaigns for 
politicians who, upon election, repay their benefactors by approving salaries and benefits for the 
public sector employees, irrespective of whether they are sustainable, and the unions don't 
worry about bankrupting those sitting opposite them at the table. The taxpayer-funded public 
service unions have essentially dictated the terms of their employment to the taxpayers they are 
supposed to serve. 

Government employees are better off in almost every area than private sector employees, be it 
in paid benefits, time off, or job security. Pensions are particularly irritating, for many state 
workers can retire in their mid-50s at close to full pay and receive pensions for far more years 
than they have worked, even though they are young enough to take another job. If you take their 
pensions' present value in terms of the cash you would need to buy an annuity making 
payments equal to the pension, we have created a new class of millionaires. 

Just think, in 2008, the average wage for the 1.9 million federal civilian workers was more than 
$79,000, compared to an average of slightly over $50,000 for the nation's 108 million private 
sector workers (measured in full-time equivalents), even though most federal workers cannot 
bargain over their pay and benefits. Ninety percent of government employees receive lifetime 
pension benefits versus 18 percent of private employees, not to mention annual salary 
increases and earlier retirement with instant, guaranteed benefits paid for with the taxes of the 
very same private sector workers. About 84 percent of state and local government employees 
have access to defined-benefit plans that are no longer widely available in the private sector. 

The voters in Wisconsin supported Walker's insistence that public employees make substantial 
changes in the way they negotiate labor contracts. He has made it much more difficult for public 
unions to collect dues via automatic payroll deduction, which had its effect: It reduced 
membership in the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees by almost 
50 percent. They simply did not feel that union membership was worth the cost of union dues 
when taken directly out of their own pockets. 

The governor was able to point to examples from near-state rivals. In Indiana, the governor 
rescinded collective bargaining rights for public employees in 2005 and showed how reforms 
could work if they were allowed to take hold. This reaction was not limited to a blue state like 



Wisconsin. In San Diego, 66 percent of the voters approved imposing a six-year freeze on the 
pay levels used to determine pension benefits for city workers. In San Jose, 70 percent voted 
to require city workers to pay up to 16 percent of their salaries to retain their retirement plans 
or accept more modest benefits. In Iowa, the governor will propose requiring state workers, 
some of whom pay nothing toward their health insurance, to shoulder 20 percent of the 
premium. 

The Wisconsin election has made officeholders and candidates realize that it is safer to take on 
liberal interest groups than conservative ones, safer to cut government than to increase taxes, 
and safer to face down irate public sector employees than irate taxpayers. Walker didn't just 
win, he won decisively enough to give heart to public officials across the nation to be firmer. 

More and more people recognize that when it comes to state obligations for pensions and 
benefits, we are looking at a financial train wreck. If anything, the public wants more and not 
less of this policy of holding down taxes and cutting back on the scale of government expenses, 
so as to ensure funding for core government services such as libraries, parks, and healthcare. 
So much so that in Wisconsin some 38 percent of union households voted for Walker; he 
received over 200,000 more votes than he got just 18 months ago. The Wisconsin victory is a 
vivid illustration of the enthusiasm gap between Republicans and Democrats, reflected in the 
fact that Republicans out-raised and out-organized the mythically powerful labor unions in a 
large industrial state and even exceeded traditional union efforts to get out the vote. Thousands 
of Republican volunteers made more than 4 million voter contacts ahead of the recall election, 
and the party opened 26 offices, most of which will now become Romney campaign offices. All 
this was in the face of Big Labor, which went all-out in putting millions of dollars, months of 
organizing, and its reputation as a political superpower on the line to defeat Walker. It got 
trounced. 

No other labor fight has captured the attention of Americans since President Ronald Reagan 
fired 11,000 air traffic controllers in 1981 for an illegal strike. (Franklin D. Roosevelt had called 
the idea of strikes by federal employees "unthinkable and intolerable.") Reagan's move 
encouraged businesses to take harder stands against unions and helped bring about a deep 
decline in union membership. 

Quite simply, we no longer live in an age of surplus in which everyone can increase spending or 
cut taxes, be they Democrats or Republicans. We are in the midst of several years of minimal 
economic growth that forces tough choices on unsustainable public spending and future 
spending commitments. We are in a painful zero-sum era in which the politics of deciding who 
loses what, when, and how is upon us. Compromises will be increasingly difficult, for the public 
will not accept a labor movement that exploits its powerful advantage in contract negotiations 
based on political endorsements and votes for the very people who are theoretically on the other 
side of the negotiating table, in a culture of you-scratch-my-back, we'll-scratch-yours. 

The voters are ahead of the politicians. The Wisconsin vote was not so much an anti-union vote 
as it was a vote against special interests that seek to preserve exorbitant benefits at the 
expense of the public. Governments today have no choice but to confront their unaffordable 
commitments, which were made when public employee unions, with their manpower, money, 
and clout, could get what they wanted or else would crush local politicians. 



There is no quick fix to deal with the legacy of billions in unfunded liabilities. But there must be a 
fundamental rethinking of the public workforce and how we negotiate their contracts. One 
solution would be to take labor negotiations out of the hands of vulnerable legislators and assign 
them to independent commissions. Americans cannot maintain their essential faith in 
government if there are two Americas and the private sector subsidizes disproportionate 
benefits for a public sector elite. 

  

 
  



 
  
  
  

 



 
  
  
  
  

 
  


